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Impact of image filtering and assessment of volume-confounding 
effects on CT radiomic features and derived survival models in 
non-small cell lung cancer 
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Background: No evidence supports the choice of specific imaging filtering methodologies in radiomics. As 
the volume of the primary tumor is a well-recognized prognosticator, our purpose is to assess how filtering 
may impact the feature/volume dependency in computed tomography (CT) images of non-small cell lung 
cancer (NSCLC), and if such impact translates into differences in the performance of survival modeling. The 
role of lesion volume in model performances was also considered and discussed. 
Methods: Four-hundred seventeen CT images NSCLC patients were retrieved from the NSCLC-
Radiomics public repository. Pre-processing and features extraction were implemented using Pyradiomics 
v3.0.1. Features showing high correlation with volume across original and filtered images were excluded. 

Cox proportional hazards (PH) with least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) 
regularization and CatBoost models were built with and without volume, and their concordance (C-) indices 
were compared using Wilcoxon signed-ranked test. The Mann Whitney U test was used to assess model 
performances after stratification into two groups based on low- and high-volume lesions.
Results: Radiomic models significantly outperformed models built on only clinical variables and volume. 
However, the exclusion/inclusion of volume did not generally alter the performances of radiomic models. 
Overall, performances were not substantially affected by the choice of either imaging filter (overall C-index 
0.539–0.590 for Cox PH and 0.589–0.612 for CatBoost). The separation of patients with high-volume 
lesions resulted in significantly better performances in 2/10 and 7/10 cases for Cox PH and CatBoost 
models, respectively. Both low- and high-volume models performed significantly better with the inclusion of 
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Introduction

In the last two decades, the increasing availability of 
digitalized medical imaging has fostered the use of multiple 
imaging modalities in Radiation Oncology (1-3). This has 
translated into a variety of applications, ranging from more 
accurate delineation of the target lesion(s) to the verification 
of intra- and inter-fractional movements (4). More recently, 
functional information from positron emission tomography 
(PET) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been 
used to complement standard morphologic imaging for 
the identification of metabolically-active areas within the 
volume of interest (5-7) or for a more accurate assessment 
of treatment response during and after treatment (8). 
Other than qualitative and semi-quantitative parameters 
(e.g., lesion dimension, standardized uptake value, SUV, 
diffusion-weighted MRI), there has been a growing 
interest in the integration of quantitative parameters into 
predictive and prognostic models (9,10). As a part of this 
scenario, radiomics, i.e., the extraction of quantitative 
data from routinely-acquired medical imaging, holds the 
promise to provide a bridge between imaging and biological 
information (11). Although the concept of computerized 
quantitative analysis is far from new (12), advances in 
computer sciences and increased computational capabilities 
have contributed to more reliable results, and brought these 
concepts closer to clinical implementation (13).

Similar to other big data-based approaches (e.g., 
genomics, proteomics, metabolomics), radiomics could 
be used to refine outcome modeling, to assist auto-
segmentation tasks and to identify novel predictors of 
treatment response (14,15). The radiomic workflow is 
structured into a well-defined pipeline, which generally 
includes the following steps: image segmentation, 

preprocessing, features extraction and selection, model 
construction and validation (11). Although radiomic analysis 
is quite straightforward, several caveats and limitations are 
preventing its implementation in the clinics. Firstly, most 
of the published evidence relies on limited retrospective 
series, which require management of the disproportionally 
large number of features compared to the number of 
patients (16,17). Other than this “curse of dimensionality”, 
radiomic features also suffer from scarce repeatability and 
poor reproducibility: multiple extractions from the same 
subject often differ significantly, and the features values 
across different equipment, imaging acquisition modalities 
and software often vary greatly (18-20). More specifically, 
features show high dependency on the scanner of choice, 
acquisition parameters (e.g., slice thickness, bin width), 
intra- and inter-observer variability in segmentation, and 
from several image-related parameters, including noise 
(21,22). Convolutional operations and various algorithms 
for image reconstruction affect feature stability, as 
confirmed by several studies (18,23-26). However, the role 
of preprocessing techniques on the features’ reproducibility 
has received little attention (27).

In this study, we considered CT-based radiomics with 
non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) as the disease model 
of choice due to its high incidence and disease-related 
mortality (28). Moreover, several studies have suggested 
the potentials of radiomics in this clinical setting, with 
preliminary evidence associating features with tumor 
heterogeneity (29,30), gene expression (31,32) and clinical 
outcomes, also in response to radiotherapy (33). Moreover, 
the incorporation of radiomic signatures into prognostic 
and predictive models has yielded better performances 
compared to models built with clinical parameters only (34).

radiomic features (P<0.0001), but the improvement was largest in the high-volume group (+10.2% against 
+8.7% improvement for CatBoost models and +10.0% against +5.4% in Cox PH models).
Conclusions: Radiomic features complement well-known prognostic factors such as volume, but their 
volume-dependency is high and should be managed with vigilance. The informative content of radiomic 
features may be diminished in small lesion volumes, which could limit the applicability of radiomics in early-
stage NSCLC, where tumors tend to be small. Our results also suggest an advantage of CatBoost models 
over the Cox PH models.
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Based on these premises, there is a strong unmet need 
for a more solid methodological background to facilitate 
the implementation of radiomics into the clinics. To this 
aim, it is critical to discriminate whether the quantitative 
features extracted from medical images hold an independent 
value, or if any relevant associations exist with other 
parameters bringing a well-known prognostic/predictive 
value (e.g., volume). As radiomics lacks strict ground truth 
and guidelines, our intent is to assess the impact image 
filters has on volume dependency and survival modelling for 
different lesion sizes and to identify the most reproducible 
and informative features among the thousand possible 
features/preprocessing permutations. As tumor volume is 
one of the major prognosticators in oncology, the selection 
of robust volume-independent features would arguably 
reduce dimensionality without the risk of losing potentially 
meaningful information. Thus, using a publicly-available 
repository of NSCLC computed tomography (CT) (35,36), 
the aims of our work were to:
 Quantify the feature/volume dependency across 

multiple preprocessing methodologies and volume 
groups (high vs. low);

 Assess whether these variations have an impact on 
survival model performance;

 Serve as a hypothesis-generating work for further 
efforts in the field (e.g., other disease sites or image 
modalities).

We present the following article in accordance with 
the MDAR reporting checklist (available at https://tlcr.
amegroups.com/article/view/10.21037/tlcr-22-248/rc). 

Methods

Clinical dataset

The clinical dataset was retrieved from the publicly 
available repository curated by The Cancer Imaging 
Archive (TCIA) (https://www.cancerimagingarchive.net). 
The following variables were included in the analysis: 
age at diagnosis (numeric), overall stage (categorical), 
histology (categorical), overall survival time (numeric) and 
survival status at last follow-up (binary). The latter was 
encoded as 0 in case no event had occurred (right-censored 
or lost to follow-up) and as 1 if the patient was dead at last 
follow-up. Missing values were imputed with a k-nearest 
neighbors imputer with k=5 weighted by distance. The 
study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of 
Helsinki (as revised in 2013).

Imaging data acquisition and region of interest segmentation

Four hundred twenty-two chest CTs and as many DICOM 
radiotherapy structure sets (RTSSs) were downloaded from 
the dataset source (https://wiki.cancerimagingarchive.net/
display/Public/NSCLC-Radiomics). The complete imaging 
dataset was imported on 3D Slicer version 4.10.2, an open-
source platform for imaging visualization, processing, three-
dimensional visualization, and quantitative analysis (37). A 
single Radiation Oncologist (SV) revised each segmentation 
and edited the gross tumor volume (GTV) contour for 
the primary tumor, as needed. Moreover, nodal areas 
encompassed in the original GTV, if any, were removed to 
overcome possible sources of variability from radiomic features 
inhomogeneities between primary and nodal volumes. 

Feature extraction

All radiomic features were extracted with Pyradiomics 
v3.0.1 in python 3.7.10 (Numpy 1.19, SimpleITK 2.0, and 
PyWavelet 1.1). All features and all image types (i.e., image 
preprocessing filters) were enabled. The default image 
types available in Pyradiomics are the following (please see 
the Pyradiomics docs for in-depth descriptions): original, 
wavelet, Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG), square, square root, 
logarithm, exponential, gradient, local binary pattern in 
2D (lbp-2D), and local binary pattern in 3D (lbp-3D). 
Specifically, the wavelet image type has nine subcategories: 
all possible permutations of a high- (H) and low- (L) pass 
filter in XYZ-directions (e.g., LHL). The lbp-3D image 
type has an additional three subcategories where one is the 
kurtosis map (LBP-3D-k) and the other two are calculated 
with different levels of spherical harmonics (1 and 2 by 
default, namely, lbp-3D-m1 and lbp-3D-m2, respectively). 
For the LoG image type, features were calculated from three 
different sigma values: 1, 2, and 5 times the in-plane image 
spacing of 0.98 mm, respectively. The bin width was set to 
25, which was the default value, and all remaining parameters 
were also set to their default values. No additional intensity 
normalization was performed due to the homogeneity of 
the CT intensities and no image resampling was carried out 
since the maximum deviation from the median spacing was 
0.16 mm. Radiomic features with zero variance and higher 
than 0.9 Spearman correlation with volume were discarded.

Volume-feature dependence analysis

To quantify the relationship between radiomic features and 
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tumor volume, the Spearman rank correlation coefficient 
between the volume and all other features was calculated at 
three different levels: 
 For each image preprocessing method (aggregated 

over all features within the given method);
 For each feature (aggregated over its values for each 

different preprocessing method);
 For each feature category (aggregated over all its 

sub-features and preprocessing methods).
The pairwise Spearman correlation was also calculated 

between the original features and their corresponding 
values after applying each image preprocessing filter. This 
served as a proxy for the added value of each image filter, 
given that a 1.0 correlation with the original features adds 
no additional information.

Survival models

All experiments were carried out with two different survival 
models. First, we performed conventional Cox proportional 
hazards (PH) regression with least absolute shrinkage and 
selection operator (LASSO) regularization (equivalent to 
elastic net Cox PH with pure l1 regularization). In this 
model, the hazard function is assumed a linear function of 
some baseline hazards. The Cox PH model is often favored 
for its simplicity, ease of use and rather straightforward 
interpretation. Second, we trained gradient boosted 
decision tree ensembles, which often outperform Cox 
models in practice, but require more parameter tuning and 
computational overhead. Both models were implemented 
in Python 3.7; specifically, the Cox PH models were 
implemented with scikit-survival 0.16 (38) and the gradient 
boosted (GB) models were implemented with CatBoost  
2.10 (39).

Both survival models were evaluated in terms of the 
concordance index (C-index). While Cox PH models were 
trained with maximum likelihood estimation, the CatBoost 
models were trained to regress the survival times directly. 
For the Cox PH model, the two categorical features were 
handled as follows: overall stage was ordinally encoded, 
separating stage IIIA and IIIB into distinct categories, 
while histology was one-hot encoded. The CatBoost model 
instead inherently handles categorical features with an 
embedding technique.

Model training and parameter tuning

To evaluate the impact of volume on survival prediction, 

two models were trained. The former encompassed clinical 
parameters, volume and radiomic features; the latter 
included all previous variables but volume. Our training and 
validation scheme for the CatBoost model can be divided 
into four parts as follows:

(I) Parameter search: an initial 128-step parameter 
search was performed where each parameter setting 
was evaluated by the average c-index over 16 
repeated shuffled 5-fold cross validation splits. Apart 
from the regular model parameters, we also included 
a variable selection step in this search, where the 
number of clusters, n, in a variable clustering 
procedure was treated as a separate parameter. This 
clustering procedure (which was executed only on 
the radiomic features) can be summarized as follows:
(i) Fit a k-means clustering with k=n on the variables’ 

Spearman rank correlation absolute values.
(ii) From each cluster, select the feature with the 

highest association (as measured by the c-index) 
with the outcome based on a univariate Cox 
proportional hazards model.

In addition to the number of clusters, this parameter 
search explored the following parameter space (see 
CatBoost documentation for detailed description of 
the parameters):
 n_estimators: 1–256,
 max_depth: 1–6,
 l2_leaf_reg: 0.001–10 (log-uniform prior),
 random_strength: 0.1–3 (log-uniform prior).

(II) Intermediate model training: the best parameter 
setting was further evaluated with another shuffled 
5-fold cross validation that was instead repeated 
64 times. Then, only the variables above 1% 
importance were selected for the remainder of the 
training pipeline (CatBoost uses a prediction-value-
change definition of importance by default, which 
shows how much on average the prediction changes 
if the feature value changes). 

(III) Parameter search two: with the most important 
variables from the previous step, another parameter 
search was performed such that the parameters 
were specifically optimized for the selected features. 
This was done with another 128-step search of 16 
repeated shuffled 5-fold cross validations.

(IV) Final model training: the best parameter setting was 
finally evaluated with another 64 repeated shuffled 
5-fold cross validation.

Because the LASSO Cox PH model implicitly selects the 
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most important features, it was only trained with steps 1 and 
4. The Cox PH model also only has one internal parameter 
that needs to be tuned, namely the l1 regularization term.

Models’ performance when trained with and without 
volume for each preprocessing method were compared 
using Wilcoxon signed-ranked test for paired samples, both 
for Cox PH and CatBoost.

In addition to using the above pipeline to compare 
models trained with and without volume, we also included a 
baseline model that was trained only on clinical variables (age, 
overall stage, histology) and tumor volume. Then, to further 
explore the variability across different preprocessing filters, 
the above analysis was repeated independently for each image 
type (original, wavelet, LoG, square, square root, logarithm, 
exponential, gradient, lbp-2D, and lbp-3D). A final evaluation 
was also made on all features considered together.

We also compared the models’ performance when 
trained separately on low-volume [median volume  
9,873 mm3; interquartile range (IQR), 3,897–17,432 mm3] 
and high-volume (median volume 92,339 mm3; IQR, 
52,590–150,240 mm3) patients (as separated by the median 
value; clinical, volume and radiomic features included) by 
performing Mann-Whitney U tests. This can elucidate the 
role of volume when calculating the radiomic features, as 
well as quantify the strength of its impact.

Finally, we assessed whether the variation in model 
performances across the three groups could be affected by 
underlying clinical differences (i.e., sample size, patients’ 
and tumor characteristics and event rate) rather than 
radiomic features alone. Wilcoxon signed-rank test was 
applied on clinical + volume + radiomics vs clinical + volume 
models (both Cox PH and CatBoost).

Results

Five patients were removed from the dataset due to 
metadata inconsistencies or corrupt labels (e.g., clashes 
between the CT image and segmentation file), leaving 417 
patients for analysis. In this subset, age was missing for 22 
patients, histology for 41 patients, and stage for one patient. 
The number of censored and tied events was 44 in both 
cases. Overall, 1,620 features were extracted: 242 were 
removed due to correlation with volume higher than 0.9, 
while no features were removed for zero variance.

Considering available clinical parameters, median age at 
diagnosis was 68.4 years (IQR, 61.2–75.9 years), the most 
prevalent stage was IIIB (n=175/417, followed by stage 
IIIA: n=109/417); early stages were the least common, with 

92/417 patients belonging to stage I category and 40/417 to 
stage II. Median GTV for the whole cohort was 30.3 cm3. 
Squamous and large-cell histotypes were almost equally 
frequent and constituted 70% of the population altogether. 
Adenocarcinomas and not otherwise specified were 
diagnosed in 51 and 62 cases, respectively. Median survival 
time was 17.9 months (IQR, 9.4–45.5 months).

Volume-feature dependence analysis

Spearman correlation indexes between tumor volume 
and the different image preprocessing filters are shown in  
Figure 1A. The median correlation ranged from 0.82 for the 
lbp-3D-m1 filter to 0.18 for the exponential image. 

Pairwise Spearman correlation indexes between original 
features and their corresponding values after the application 
of preprocessing filter is displayed in Figure 1B. The median 
correlation ranged from 0.97 for the wavelet-LLL filter to 
0.21 for the exponential image.

Spearman correlation indexes between tumor volume 
and feature categories are displayed in Figure S1. Spearman 
correlation indexes between tumor volume and the different 
radiomic features (aggregated over the different image 
preprocessing filters) are shown in Figure S2. Many of the 
different shape features (e.g., surface area and axis length) 
have a high degree of collinearity with volume.

Survival models

The performance of the different models is shown in  
Table 1. Overall, model performances were not substantially 
affected by the imaging preprocessing filters, with an 
overall C-index ranging between 0.539–0.590 for the Cox 
PH model and between 0.589–0.612 for CatBoost. Cox PH 
and CatBoost models trained on clinical features with the 
addition of volume resulted in a C-index of 0.586 and 0.582, 
respectively. Considering Cox PH models, the median 
C-index across all used filters was 0.586 (IQR, 0.586–0.587) 
when all variables including volume were considered, and 
of 0.585 (IQR, 0.573–0.589) when volume was omitted. 
Regarding the CatBoost model, the resulting median 
C-index was 0.597 (IQR, 0.596–0.607) and 0.589 (IQR, 
0.596–0.608), with and without volume respectively.

The best  performances of  the Cox PH models  
(Table 1, bold values) resulted from the wavelet and square 
root filters, while the best CatBoost models came from the 
wavelet and exponential filters. For both survival models, 
considering all filters together resulted in similar (in the 
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Cox PH case) and slightly better (in the CatBoost case) 
c-indexes compared to any single filter alone. Moreover, 
the Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that the inclusion 
of volume significantly improved the performance of the 
Cox PH when LoG, square, square root and lbp filters 
were applied (Figure 2A). Conversely, for CatBoost, Log, 
exponential, square root and gradient were associated 
with significant differences in performances, which were 
improved following the inclusion of volume in the last two 
cases (Figure 2B). 

The average total feature importance of the volume 
variable in all different image preprocessing methods can be 
seen in Figure S3.

The analysis that considered high and low volume 
patients separately revealed that, for the Cox PH model, 
in six out of the ten cases, including all patients had a 
significantly better performance than only including high 
volume patients (Figure S4A). In two cases (exponential 
and all filters), the performance was significantly better 
with only high-volume patients, and in two cases (square 

Figure 1 Overview of feature correlations at different levels. (A) Rank correlation between the volume and features within different 
preprocessing methods (wavelet, exponential, etc.). (B) Pair-wise rank correlation between features calculated with different preprocessing 
methods.
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Table 1 C-indexes for the Cox and CatBoost models with all filtercombinations, with and without volume

Filtering method

Cox PH CatBoost

With volume Without volume With volume Without volume

Mean std Mean std Mean std Mean std

Wavelet 0.590* 0.031 0.589* 0.030 0.610* 0.034 0.610* 0.032

Original 0.586 0.031 0.584 0.032 0.600 0.032 0.600 0.031

Log 0.588* 0.030 0.587 0.030 0.591 0.032 0.594 0.031

Square 0.586 0.031 0.571 0.033 0.597 0.030 0.597 0.031

Squareroot 0.586 0.031 0.590* 0.033 0.597 0.032 0.596 0.032

Logarithm 0.586 0.031 0.585 0.032 0.596 0.034 0.597 0.032

Exponential 0.539 0.022 0.539 0.022 0.610* 0.030 0.612* 0.029

Gradient 0.567 0.033 0.567 0.033 0.593 0.028 0.589 0.033

Lbp 0.586 0.031 0.577 0.032 0.597 0.029 0.597 0.030

All 0.590* 0.031 0.589* 0.033 0.612* 0.030 0.612* 0.031

*, the three best-performing models within each column. PH, proportional hazards; Lbp, local binary pattern; std, standard deviation.
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root and logarithm) the difference was insignificant. 
Conversely, regarding the CatBoost model (Figure S4B), 
the performance with only high-volume patients was 
significantly better in all the applied preprocessing methods 
except for three, in which case the performance difference 
was insignificant. Moreover, all low volume models had 
significantly worse performance than the high-volume ones, 
with P<0.0001 in both models.  

Finally, despite some differences in clinical variables 
exist across the three subgroups, we still could identify 
an improvement in model performances following the 
incorporation of radiomic features, as shown in Figure 3. 
Specifically, the relative gain in model performance was more 
relevant in the high-volume group as compared to the small 
volume one (+10.0% vs. +5.4% for Cox PH, and +10.2% vs. 
8.7% for CatBoost, P values shown in figure caption).

Discussion

Our results show that the use of different preprocessing 
methods has a potentially relevant impact on feature/
volume correlation. On this dataset, we could demonstrate 
that features/volume dependency varies according to the 
selected preprocessing technique. Moreover, the features’ 
value was found to be affected by preprocessing method. 

This is consistent with the use of preprocessing as a strategy 
to enhance specific image properties and to potentially 
unveil hidden information. In our dataset, the lowest degree 
of variability across filters—and therefore an overlapping 
informative content as compared to the original image—
was observed for the wavelet LLL, square root, and LoG-
sigma-1 methods. Considering the specific role of volume 
in model construction and performance, we observed that 
its exclusion did not hamper performance when lesions 
of all sizes were considered, with the sole exception of 
the square and lpb filters (Cox PH model). This may be 
explained by the fact that the radiomic features used for 
model construction may have retained volume-related 
information. Indeed, results may be affected by the high 
correlation threshold we have chosen for features selection, 
which led to a rather modest exclusion of the ones having a 
high collinearity with volume. More interestingly, we could 
demonstrate that models trained on high-volume lesions 
consistently showed significantly better performances as 
compared to models built on low-volume tumors only 
(P<0.0001). The same observation was confirmed when 
high-volume models were tested against those including 
all lesions, with more consistent improvements for 
CatBoost models. While such observation is not completely 
unexpected (33), the entity of these findings is quite 

Figure 2 Performance in terms of concordance index (c-index) of models trained without (w/o) the volume variable and models trained with 
(w/) the volume variable. The results are grouped by which type of radiomic features they were trained on (wavelet, logarithm, etc.). (A) 
Results for the Cox PH models. (B) Results for the gradient boosted CatBoost models. The results are aggregated from 64 different shuffled 
5-fold cross-validation splits. Horizontal bars indicate the significance of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. No Bonferroni FDR correction was 
applied to emphasize the weak significance. *, P<0.05; **, P<0.01; ***, P<0.001; ****, P<0.0001; ns, not significant. PH, proportional hazards; 
FDR, false discovery rate; LoG, Laplacian of Gaussian; lbp, local binary pattern.
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relevant, and worth to be considered when designing a 
new study, since patients’ selection based on lesion volume 
might impact overall model performance. Overall, this 
study represents an ideal continuation of the explorative 
work on the effect of preprocessing published by Fave 
et al. (27). In their 2016 work, the authors investigated 
whether different image preprocessing filters could impact 
the volume dependency of CT-based radiomic features 
and their prognostic potential. Reported results showed 
that preprocessing can strongly affect the feature/volume 
dependency and the prognostic significance of each feature 
at univariate analysis. This suggests that the volumetric 
effect should be considered to balance the risks of feature-
volume collinearity and the loss of potentially informative 
content. Unfortunately—to the best of our knowledge—
while the final proposed solution of the work is the creation 
of “standardized features”, such claim has found little 
to no response in subsequent literature. Admittedly, the 
main pitfalls of the above-discussed study consist both in 
the relatively small sample size (n=107), and in the rather 
limited set of applied filters (namely, 8-bit depth resampling, 
Butterworth smoothing, and a combination of both).

In contrast with the methodology proposed by Fave  
et al. (27), we chose to exclude features with zero variance 
and high correlation with volume (Spearman correlation 
coefficient ≥0.9) instead of applying normalization 

strategies. While our decision reflects the aim of isolating 
the impact of volume on model performance, we still 
adopted a quite conservative threshold not to discard 
potentially relevant information. Overall, the confounding 
effects of volume in radiomic studies warrant further 
investigations, as the current lack of standardization may 
strongly impair reproducibility and comparison among 
studies. This issue has been debated in a recent work by 
Traverso et al. (40), which has shown that nearly 30% of the 
841 extracted features showed a correlation with volume 
greater than 0.75. Of note, the elimination of redundant 
features with different correlation coefficients (thresholds 
ranging from 0 to 1, with 0.05 increments) worsened the 
stratification of patients per their risk of death. While 
their results may derive by the fact that radiomic features 
themselves are not particularly informative in the analyzed 
dataset, the general recommendation of the authors is to 
evaluate pairwise correlations between volume and features 
and in order to maintain only non-redundant ones.

Comparatively, volume dependency across different 
feature classes- namely, first order, shape texture, and 
wavelet- was similar in our study as compared to the 
one by Traverso et al. (40), with texture features being 
generally more correlated with volume than features 
belonging to the first order category. Their results 
highlight how volume represents a confounder for radiomic 
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Figure 3 Performance in terms of concordance index (c-index) of models trained on different subsets of the data. The blue, orange, and 
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validation splits. Horizontal bars indicate the significance of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Bonferroni FDR correction has been applied to 
all p-values. All low-volume models have significantly worse performance than the high-volume models with P≤0.0001 (bars not pictured for 
clarity). *, P<0.05; ****, P<0.0001; ns, not significant. PH, proportional hazards; FDR, false discovery rate; LoG, Laplacian of Gaussian; lbp, 
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features, suggesting that appropriate safeguards should 
be integrated in the radiomic workflow to mitigate these 
effects. In this regard, it should be noted that, although the 
Lung1 dataset was used in both works, the segmentations 
used in our study include the primary tumor only, without 
encompassing nodal volumes. While this may suggest 
the generalizability of this finding, further confirmation 
is needed to fully assess class/volume dependencies 
in NSCLC. However, despite this similarity, the two 
works significantly differ in their results, as Traverso 
and Colleagues did not find any effect of filtering on the 
volume effect (40). Admittedly, the authors applied only 
high and low-pass filters, and we could not exclude that 
the results may have been different if more preprocessing 
methods had been used. However, the use of all available 
built-in filters in this study should not be considered as an 
example for future investigations in the field, but rather 
a methodological assessment on how preprocessing may 
affect radiomic analyses. In this regard, we fully share the 
caveats made by Traverso et al. regarding the cautious use 
of image filtering, in order to avoid unjustified increases in 
data dimensionality (40).

Consider ing model  se lect ion,  we performed a 
comparison between a conventional Cox PH regression 
with LASSO regularization, and gradient boosted decision 
tree ensembles. The former is the most common approach 
to identify prognostic factors in oncology, thanks to ease 
of use, fast computation times, and most importantly, 
meaningful and straightforwardly interpretable outcomes 
(41,42). Lately, several machine learning (ML) algorithms 
have been developed to overcome the shortcomings of 
statistical models, such as high dimensionality and non-
linearities (43-45). Of these, gradient boosted algorithms 
are used in several works, often in combination with various 
feature selection techniques, with satisfactory performances 
(43,46-50). Considering specific applications for NSCLC, 
a systematic review and metanalysis by Kothari et al. 
has recently provided a state-of-art representation of 
radiomics for this subset of patients (33). While 40% of 
the 40 included studies published between 2013 and 2019 
used Cox PH models, other work investigated the use of 
different ML algorithms, often in combination with various 
feature selection techniques. As an example, Sun et al. could 
demonstrate that gradient boosting linear models based 
on Cox PH’s partial likelihood with the C-index feature 
selection method outperformed Cox PH, which is true also 
for the present series, and in line with broader literature 
data (43,51,52). Another relevant highlight from the work 

by Kothari et al. (33) is that, overall, model performances 
benefited from the inclusion of imaging features to 
conventional clinical data (27,53,54). Our findings are in 
line with this observation, with percentage improvements 
of 0.6% for the best performing Cox PH (wavelet filter), 
and of 5% for the best CatBoosts (all filters combined, 
exponential and wavelet). Notably, even after correcting for 
clinical variables we still could observe that radiomics adds 
potentially more informative content, especially when the 
high-volume subgroup was considered alone. Despite the 
above-mentioned strategies (i.e., integration of radiomic 
features into clinical models, modeling per distinct volumes 
subgroups, filtering), our overall performances, with 
C-indexes ranging from 0.539 to 0.612, were only partially 
satisfactory, yet in line with published literature. As a matter 
of fact, Kothari et al. reported a random effect estimate for 
C-index of 0.57 (95% CI: 0.53–0.62), which emphasizes 
the need of a general refinement of radiomics studies in the 
field of lung cancer. However, we must acknowledge the 
limitations of our study. Firstly, the TCIA NSCLC dataset 
does not provide several well-known clinical prognosticators 
such as comorbidities and mutational status; and the only 
outcome available is overall survival, with no information 
on cancer-specific survival. Additionally, these models 
currently lack validation on external datasets, which would 
help to achieve higher robustness. Finally, the quality of 
the tumor segmentations may have been partially affected 
by the absence of intravenous contrast agent, especially for 
the delineation of centrally located lesions; in addition, the 
editing of the publicly available contours from the TCIA 
dataset may slightly impair the reproducibility of our work 
in other centers. On the other hand, this study has several 
strengths. To start with, a single Radiation Oncologist has 
segmented the whole dataset, so no inter-observer bias 
exists. Secondly, the dataset is large, and well beyond the 
median number of enrolled patients in this type of studies, 
i.e., 100 (IQR, 50–154), according to Kothari et al. (33). 
Additionally, radiomic features extraction was compliant 
with the Image Biomarker Standardization Initiative (IBSI) 
recommendations, and followed an easily--reproducible 
methodology, also thanks to the use of open-source tools, 
such as 3DSlicer and Pyradiomics. Finally, while the 
inclusion of different disease stages is usually considered as 
a limitation, in this study it has represented the opportunity 
of investigating the informative potential of radiomic 
features extracted across multiple volumes, and to develop 
high- and low-volume models, and to compare their relative 
performances. 
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Conclusions

Our study clearly indicates that radiomic features 
complement well-known prognostic factors such as volume. 
However, the features dependence on tumor volume is a 
critical issue that should be adequately managed in order 
to limit hindrances such as collinearity and overfitting. In 
addition, the performance of our survival models suggests 
that the value of radiomics may be diminished in small-
volume lesions, which supports the prior findings that 
radiomics on small-volume ROIs may be detrimental 
or uninformative, raising concerns about the clinical 
applicability of radiomics in these scenarios. However, 
the precise volume at which these effects start to become 
critical remains uncertain. Regarding different image filters, 
the differences between performance outcomes are not 
strong enough to warrant favoring some filters over others. 
Therefore, we recommend performing radiomic analysis 
on multiple filters simultaneously. The performances of our 
gradient boosted models support findings indicating that 
modern ML frameworks such as XGBoost, LightGBM, and 
CatBoost may outperform traditional statistical models, and 
should therefore be highly regarded in high-stakes scenarios 
such as healthcare when high dimensional data are involved. 
More informative datasets, exploration of further modeling 
techniques, and external validation of the results are 
strongly encouraged to validate the findings of this study.
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Supplementary

Figure S1 Spearman correlation between tumor volume and different feature categories (aggregated over all sub-features and pre-
processing methods).
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Figure S2 Spearman correlation between tumor volume and different radiomic features (aggregated over the different image preprocessing 
filters).
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Figure S3 CatBoost volume feature importance from step 4 in the training pipeline.

Figure S4 Cox (A) and CatBoost (B) model performance with different sets of patients based on lesion volume. Low-volume and high-
volume patients were separated with respect to the median volume (30.3 cm3). All boxes are aggregated from 64 different 5-fold (shuffled) 
cross validation splits (with constant random seed, so that every different model is trained and validated on the exact same splits). Horizontal 
bars indicate the significance of the Mann-Whitney U-test (“all” vs “high volume”, “ns”: not significant). Bonferroni FDR correction has 
been applied to all P values. All low-volume models have significantly worse performance than the high-volume models with P≤0.0001 (bars 
not pictured for clarity).
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